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The rate of renaturation of denatured, covalently
closed, circular DNA (form Id DNA) of the +X174 replicative form has been investigated as a function of pH,
temperature, and ionic strength. The rate ata constant
temperature is a sharplypeaked function of pH in the
range of pH 9 to 12. The position on the pH scale of the
maximum rate decreases as thetemperatureis
increased and as the ionic strength is increased. The
kinetic course of renaturation is pseudo-first order: it
is independent of DNA concentration, but falls off in
rate from a first order relationship as the reaction
proceeds. The rate of renaturation depends critically
on the temperature at which the denaturationis carried
out. Form Id, prepared at an alkaline pH at 0 “c,renatures from 5 to more than 100 times more rapidly than
that similarly prepared at 50 “C. Both the heterogeneity
in rate and the effect of the temperatureof denaturation
depend, in part, on the degree of supercoiling of the
form I DNA from which the form l a is prepared. However, it is concluded that a much larger contribution to
both arises from a configurational heterogeneity introduced in the denaturationreaction.
The renaturation rate was determined by neutralization of the alkaline reaction and analytical ultracentrifugal analysis of the amounts of forms I and Id. The
nature of the proximate renatured species at thetemperature and alkaline pH of renaturation was investigated by spectrophotometric titration and analytical
ultracentrifugation. It is concluded that theproximate
species are thesame as theintermediate species defined
by an alkaline sedimentation titration of the kind first
done by Vinograd et al. ((1965) Proc. Natl. Acad Sei.
U. S. A. 53,1104-1111).
Observations are included on the buoyant density of
form Id and on depurination of DNA at alkaline pH
values and high temperatures.

The fiist observations on the formation of a unique, denatured species of covalently closed, circular DNA after exposure
to an alkaline pH were made by Dulbecco and Vogt ( 1 ) on
polyoma DNA. They characterized the species by its high
sedimentation coefficient in alkali, its retention of a high
coefficient when neutralized, and its renaturation
by annealing
at pH 11.8 in 6 M CsCl to yield a product with the sedimentation coefficient of the original polyoma DNA. The rapidly
sedimenting species was further studied by Weiland Vinograd
(2) who termed it a “cyclic coil.” A similar species was iden-
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tified by Pouwels and Jansz (3) when (pX174-RF’was denatured in alkali. However, it was not until the work of Vinograd
et al. ( 4 ) that the relation of the cyclic coil to the other
domorphic forms of circular DNA was clearly established.
We will use the designation, form Id, or simply Id, for this
species as a modification of the terminology introduced by
Vinograd et al. (4).* More specifically, form Id will be used to
refer to thespecies that sediments rapidly in alkali and retains,
after neutralization, a sedimentation
Coefficient approximately
twice that of form 1. The distinction is necessary because
(5) and in
there is agradual change inbuoyantdensity
sedimentation coefficient (4) as the pH is raised until the
maximum value characteristic of form I d is attained near pH
12.7. It was found by Pouwels et al. (10)that below this pH,
neutralization resulted in the reformation of form I, whereas,
above it, form Id was stable. They studiedanumber
of
properties of I d that, together with previous work (2, 4, 5 ) ,
indicated that it has essentially all of its base pairing disrupted
and hasa compact,collapsed structure which derives from the
plectonemic linkage of the two strands. The distinction between form I d and the partially denatured molecules, with
respect to the change in sedimentation coefficient during a
titration of form I DNA, was more precisely defined by Rush
and Warner as a basis for their preparative methodfor circular
DNA (11).The specific point in the titration atwhich form I
can nolonger be recovered by neutralization defines the point
at which the last complementary stretch of DNA capable of
nucleating a renaturation is titrated. Similar observations
have been made by Ostrander and Gray on PM2-DNA (12).
The I d formed at high pH values requires exposure to an
annealing environment in order to initiate nucleation and
consequent renaturation. This was clearly demonstrated by
the experiment of Dulbecco and Vogt (1) referred to above.
An examination of some conditions for renaturation was made
by Pouwels et al. (13). They found that heating at pH 12.6 at
50 “C for 1 h at low ionic strength, or at lower temperatures
at lower pH values and higher ionic strengths for shorter
timesresultedin renaturation yielding form I DNA. In a
recent study, Lau and Gray (14) have investigated the renaturation of several Id DNAs mediated by EtdBr in strongly
I The abbreviations used are: RF, replicative form; form I, covalently closed circular, duplex DNA; form Id, denatured form I DNA;
form I,, relaxed form I DNA; form I, superhelical form T; form 11,
nicked form I; EtdBr, ethidium bromide.
* This species was previously referred to as“form IV” (6-8). It has
been suggested (J. C. Wang, personal communication) that “form I”
be used to designate covalently closed, circular duplexes of any
configuration and that, where necessary, asubscriptbeadded
to
indicate particular variations on the parent structure. In this paper,
we use Id for the denatured,I, for the relaxed species, and I, to
indicate superhelicity where necessary. In the absence of a subscript,
“form I” should retain its present common usage of referring to a
species that is supercoiled to the degree found in naturally occurring
circular DNA. This change will prevent confusion with the recent use
of “form IV” for relaxed DNA; for example, in Ref. 9. Such usage
should also be discontinued.
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The effect of salt concentration on the rate is shown in Fig.
2. The pH optimum is moved to a higher pH by a reduction
in ionic strength. This shift is in the same direction as the
change in pH,, the point of half-titration, with ionic strength
of the alkaline branch of a DNA (16) or a poly(rA) .poly(rU)
(17) titration curve.
The time course of the reaction was determined under
several conditions chosen to have rates low enough to be
determined by the methods we have used to start and stop
the reaction. A typical example is shown in Fig. 3 in which the
*
.
'
'
'
data are presented as a logarithmic plot. The rate of the
I
1
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oI&".L
p H o t 25'
reaction falls off with time from that required for f i s t order
FIG. 1. Renaturation of form Id DNA to form I: effect of pH kinetics. In spite of this, the rate is seen to be independent of
and temperature.The solutions contained 1 M NaCl, 4.5 mM EDTA, the initial concentration of DNA, and thus, to be intramolecand 0.077 M phosphate. The pH was adjusted by varying the ratio of ular as would beexpected. A heterogeneity in rate of this kind
K2HP04 to K3P04 and,
where necessary, by adding NaOH. The DNA
may have its origin in molecular heterogeneity or in a comconcentration was about 60 pg rn". The constant time of renaturation
at each temperature was selected, where possible, to give nearly plexity of the reaction mechanism. Evidence is presented
complete renaturation at the optimum pH for that temperature. below that the process of denaturation itself gives rise to a
These were 2 min a t 70 "C, 10 min a t 60 "C, 50 "C, and 40 "C and 60 population of configurations differing, under renaturing conrnin at 25 "C. The I d DNA was prepared by denaturation at 25 "C. ditions, in the probability that a nucleating event leading to
Details and the method of centrifugal analysis are given under "Ex- renaturation will take place, This molecular heterogeneity is
I

J

perimental Procedures."

alkaline solution.
Our initial interest was in taking advantage of the high
sedimentation coeffkient of I d DNA in preparative procedures
for which optimum, reproducible conditions for renaturation
were required. A systematic study of the effect of pH and
temperature on renaturation was undertaken and a preliminary report of the results was published (6). The study was
expanded, but a comprehensive account has been delayed for
investigation of the surprising result that the kinetics of the
reaction is not first order in spite of its evident intramolecular
nature. Some aspects of the renaturation of various circular
DNAs and applications of renaturation to preparative procedures have meanwhile been reported (7, 8, 15). We describe
here the results of a study of the effects of pH, temperature,
salt concentration, superhelicity, and the influence of the
conditions of denaturation on the rateof renaturation, as well
as other studies bearing on the mechanism of the reaction.
The work reported at this time is limited to studies of monomeric @X174-RF.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES3
RESULTS

Effect of pH and Temperature-The dependence of the
extent of renaturation after heating Id DNA at various pH
values for a fixed time is shown in Fig. 1. The results display
the combinations of pH and temperature that will establish
annealing conditions under which a nucleation of the renaturation reaction can be initiated. At each temperature there is
an optimum pH and a sharpdecrease in rate on either side. In
previous examinations of the renaturation of form I d (1, 13),
the conditions investigated were too limited to reveal this
interdependence of pH and temperature in determining the
rate of the reaction. Results at other temperature and pH
values are given in the miniprint supplement.

' Portions of this paper

(including "Experimental Procedures," a
portion of "Results," Tables Is to IIIs, Figs. 1s to 7s, and additional
references) are presentedin miniprint at the end of this paper.
Miniprint is easily read with the aid of a standard magnifying glass.
Full size photocopies are available from the Journal of Biological
Chemistry, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20014. Request Document No. 80M-2736, cite author(s), and include a check or money
order for $6.00 per set of photocopies. Full size photocopies are also
included in the microfilm edition of the Journal that is available from
Waverly Press.
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FIG. 2. Effect of salt concentration on the renaturation of
form Id DNA. The solutions contained the indicated concentrations
of NaCl and 3 mM EDTA in addition to theNaOH required to adjust
the pH. The renaturation was carried out at 40 "C for 10 min. The
The Id DNA was prepared by
DNA concentration was 58 pg d-'.
denaturation at 25 "C. Phosphate buffer was not added in this series
of experiments. The difference in the optimum pH between the 1 M
NaCl curve and that in Fig. 1 for 40 "C is consistent with that
expected for the contribution of the phosphate to the ionic strength
of the annealing solutions used for Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Kinetics of renaturation of form Id DNA at 26 "C and
pH 12.10 under standard renaturationconditions (see "Exper-

imental Procedures"). An experiment at a DNA concentration of

63 pg ml" is shown by the open circles; one at 125 pg ml" is shown
by the filled circles. The initial slope yields a fiistorder rate constant
of about 1 ks", and the final slope one of about 0.05 ks". The I d
DNA was prepared by denaturation at 25 "C.
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one that characterizes the denatured state, but
is not inherent
in formI DNA. The possibility that heterogeneity of the latter
kind contributes to the character of the renaturation kinetics
is also examined; in particular, that the established heterogeneity of form I with respect to superhelical density (18, 19)
has an effect. One possible type of complexity in reaction
mechanism, that of accumulation of an intermediate, is also
considered.
Effect of the Conditions of Denaturation-The configurational heterogeneity of form Id DNA was inferred in part,
from experiments in which the effect on the ra
renaturation of varying the temperature of alkaline d-.'aturation of
form I was examined, Of a number of conditions of denaturation tried, only temperature had a significant effect. Those
conditions not resulting in a change in rate were: 1) pH as
long as itwas above the value at which all of the iorm I was
converted to form 1,; 2) time of exposure to the alkaline pH
beyond that used in our standard procedure; and 3) salt
concentration at the alkaline pH.
The striking effect of temperature is shown r Fig. 4. The
rate for the 0 "C-denatured DNA @"-Id)was too fast to obtain
a satisfactory rate constantunder these conditions, but is seen
to be 20 to 100 times the rate for 50 "C-denatured DNA (50"Id) over the range of renaturation of the latter plotted in Fig.
4.Intermediate temperatures between 0 "C and 50 "C yielded
products having intermediate rateswhen the temperaturewas
reduced below 25 "C (Fig. 5). In the range between 25 "C and
50 "C, the Id DNA renatured at about the same rate. Experiments above 50 "C were unsatisfactory because the formation
of single and double strand breaks became significant. The
relative to
large difference in therate of renaturation of
that of 5Oo-1d is also evident in Figs. 3s and 4s. For example,
was the odyform Id that did not require an alkaline pH
for renaturation. At pH 8 and 95 "C, no renaturation of 25"or 50"-Id could be observed, but oo-Id DNA was renatured
with an initial rate constant of about 11 ks" as shown in Fig.
5s. Additional experiments, both at neutral and alkaline pH
values, are described in the miniprint supplement. These
results demonstrate that much greater differences in the renaturation rate can be introduced by manipulation of the
temperature of denaturation than are characteristic of the
variation of rate with time in a single kinetic experiment such
as that shown in Fig.3.
Effect of Supercoiling-Differences in superhelical density
provide the only known source of molecular heterogeneity of
form I DNA (19). Superhelical density affects the buoyant
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the rates of renaturation of form Id
DNAs that were denatured at 0 "C and 50 O C . Renaturation was
carried out understandard conditions at 50 "C and pH 10.95 (see
DNA denatured at 50 "C, initial rate
"Experimental Procedures").0,
is about 45 ks", dropping to about 7 ks"; 0,DNA denatured at 0 "C,
the initial rate is about 850 ks". The DNAs were denatured at the
indicated temperatures as described under "Experimental Procedures" and were renatured at a concentration of about 60 fig ml".
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FIG. 5. Renaturation of Id DNA denatured at different temperatures and renatured under standard conditions at 50 "C
and pH 11.35 (see "Experimental Procedures"). Curve a, 0,

denatured at 50 "C, 0, denatured at 25 "C; curue b, denatured at 10
"C; curue c, denatured at 0 "C.

density (5, 20) and sedimentation coefficient (21) of form Id,
and the buoyant density of intermediates in the alkaline
titration of 1 to Id (20). A decrease in superhelical density
(lower - eo)has been shown to decrease the rate of EtdBrmediated renaturation of Id DNA in alkali (14). Superhelical
density might thus affect the configuration of Id in a way that
wouldbe reflected in itsrate of renaturation and would
contribute to theheterogeneity in the rate constant for renaturation. In order to evaluate this effect, it was first shown
that theheterogeneity of superhelical density of form I of +XRF is comparable to that of other form I DNAs (22). Form I,
was prepared from this DNA by a limit digest at 37 "C with
topoisomerase I. The product was shownto be relaxed and to
differ from the I, from which it was prepared by a A 7of about
30 turns (see miniprint supplement).
The I, DNA was used to prepare o"-Id and 5OO-L. These
were renatured in p a r d e l with renaturation of
and 50"Id prepared from native supercoiled form I,. The two 50"-Id
DNAs were compared at 50 "C and pHzs 11.30 under standard conditions. A distinct decrease in the rateof renaturation
of 5Oo-Id prepared from I, was detected in comparison with
50"-Id from I,. The initial rate constant of 5Oo-Idfrom Ir was
40 ks"; that of 5Oo-Idfrom I, was 57 ks". The difference in
final rates was smaller. Comparison of the two
samples
showed a much greater difference in the same direction. The
renaturation curves at 40 "C at pHzs-C 11.03 under standard
conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The final rate of renaturation
of the oo-Id from I, was 8 times that of 0O-h from I,. There is
thus an effect on the renaturation of form Id that can be
attributed to the degree of supercoiling of the form I from
which it was prepared. This could influenceour rate measurements in two ways, and the data comparing the renaturation
of Id from I, and I, can be used to estimate the magnitude of
these effects. The first is a contribution to the heterogeneity
in rate in a single kinetic experiment. This heterogeneity is
variable depending on conditions, as is shown froma comparison of Figs. 3,4, and 5. It can be approximately characterized
for a single curve by the ratio of the initial rate constant to
that as the reaction progresses to 60 to 80% completion. By
this criterion, the heterogeneity shown in each curve in Fig. 6
is substantially greater than that attributable to supercoiling,
as estimated from the difference between the two curves. The
difference in 7 between I, and I, of 30 turns gives riseto a rate
constant for I, as compared with I, that is greater by about
1.1-fold in initial rates and &fold in final rates. The prevalent
species in the distribution of supercoils in I, differ in T by a
maximum of about 10 turns, and those in I, by about 6 turns;
whereas, the ratio of initial to final rate is 40 for I, and 6 for
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FIG.6. Kinetic curves for the renaturation of OO-Id DNA
prepared from native supercoiled 1. DNA from +X RF (A) and
that prepared from the same DNA, I, relaxed by treatment
The
. renaturation was carried out at 40
with topoisomerase I (0)
"C and pH25-c 11.03 under standard conditions. The final rate of
renaturation of I d from I, was 1.4 ks" and that from I, was 0.17 ks".

1,. The difference in renaturation rates between the 5Oo-Id

samples prepared from I, and I, was smaller than those shown
in Fig. 6 (curves not shown). As a result, a similar calculation
to that above indicates that, for 5Oo-Id,a smaller fraction of
the heterogeneity can be attributed to supercoiling than for
OO-Id. These estimates have only an order of magnitude precision and are intended to show that, although supercoiling
has a significant effect, it cannot account for all of the rate
heterogeneity in the kinetic course of renaturation.
The second effect that must be considered is the contribution of the difference in supercoiling resulting from the difference in temperature of denaturation of oo-Id and 50"-Id prepared from the same I,. A calculation from the temperature
coefficient of supercoiling (23) indicates a difference of eight
turns for a 50-degree difference in temperature. The increase
in rate of
due to a AT of -30 turns at the time of
denaturation is shown in Fig. 6. This was the maximum effect
observed. It may be contrasted with the larger increase in rate
for AT of -8 turns shown in Fig. 4;
between 5Oo-Idand
with the difference in initial rates shown in Fig. 5; or with the
approximate difference in rates at a number of pH values
shown in Figs. 3s and 4s. The same conclusion is reached as
for the fiist effect. The contribution of supercoiling is substantial, but only accounts for a part of the effect of temperature
of denaturation on the rate of renaturation.
Evidence that heterogeneity is introduced into form Id in
the denaturation process at constant temperature wasobtained by a direct test not involving comparison of the effect
of temperature differences during denaturation. A standard
annealing mixture of 5Oo-Idwas held at 40 "C to the point of
half-renaturation. It was neutralized and separated into form
1 and Id fractions by velocity centrifugation at 20 " c on
preformed CsCl gradients. The form I was purified by removal
of contaminating Id on a nitrocellulose column (11). The form
Id fraction was completely renatured using the optimum 70
"C conditions shown in Fig. 1. The resulting form I, and the
form I, isolated from the CsCl gradient were then compared
after denaturing them under identical conditions of time,
temperature, and alkaline pH. No difference could be detected
in the ratesof renaturation of the two formId DNAs obtained
in this way. In addition, the Id DNA isolated from the 40 "C
reaction mixture, when again subjected to renaturation under
the initial 40 "C conditions, did so at a rate somewhat slower
than found for the slow segment of an initial renaturation
curve of the 50"-Id used in this experiment. This is in contrast
to thesame form Id which reproduced the entirerange of rates
when it was renatured at 70 "C, denatured, and its renaturation rate then measured. This experiment wasalso done
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using a 50 "C renaturation of 5Oo-Idwith the same results.
We conclude that theheterogeneity in kinetics as illustrated
in Fig. 3 is mainly due to heterogeneity of configuration of Id
established in the denaturation reaction.
Spectrophotometric Titration-In the conversion of form I
to Id, the pH must be raised to a value well above the pH
range in which renaturation can be observed (see miniprint
section) in order to have complete denaturation. When the
pH is adjusted tothe range in which renaturation takes place
at a given temperature (Fig. l), conditions are established
under which some proximate renatured species is the thermodynamically favored form. In our procedure for measuring
the rate, thereaction mixture is neutralized to stop the reaction and any species that yields form I in this procedure is
considered to be renatured. A t the pH and temperature of the
renaturation reaction, it may be wholly or partially doublestranded, butat least it hasundergone a rate-limiting reaction
leading to renaturation. Experiments were undertaken to investigate the nature of the proximate species and its relation
to forms I and Id and to the intermediate species between
them defined by sedimentation titrations of the kind done by
Vinograd et al. (4).
One of the ways in which the renaturation reaction can be
examined at thepH and temperature at which it is occurring,
i.e. without neutralization, is by spectrophotometric titration
at a temperature and through a pH range in which renaturation can be observed. Such titrations of forms I and Id were
performed at 25 "C, 40 "C, 50 "C, and 60 "C. The curves for
40 "C are displayed in Fig. 7. Renaturation is shown in the
curve for Id by the time-dependent drop in absorbance when
the pH40"C reached 11.58. A similar sharp discontinuity could
not be seen in the titrations at other temperatures. At 25 "C,
the renaturation reaction was too slow and the pH at which
it occurred so high that thedifference betweenthe Azmvalues
of forms 1 and Id was small. A t 50 " c and 60 " c , the reaction
was so fast that it occurred as rapidly as NaOH was added.
No time-dependent drop in pH could be observed, but the I
and I d curves coincidedfrom the middle of the titration
onward, indicating that renaturation was complete before the
high pH end of the titrationwas reached. The decrease in AZM)
at pH4o"C 11.58 shown in Fig. 7 occurred over a period of 30
min. The rateof change of A260 became slow at this time and
NaOH addition was resumed. The precise pH at which the
decrease occurs under these titration conditions depends on
the rate of addition of NaOH and on the size of the last
In order to show
addition of titrant before the drop in AZG0.
that it occurs in the region of the optimum pH defined by the
curves in Figs. 1and 2, it is necessary to correct for the change
r

1.0
8 ? 9

'

1
"
0
I'I
p H a t 40'

'
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12

,'

FIG. 7. Spectrophotometric titrations of forms I and +XRF DNA at 40 "C 0.5 M NaCI. 0,
form Id; 0, form I. The form Id

titration was stopped after the increment of NaOH that brought the
pH to 11.56, and the dropin A r m that accompanied renaturation was
followed for 30 min after which the titration was resumed. The arrow
at pH40 -C 11.65 indicates the optimum pH of renaturation under these
conditions (see text).
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in the pH of the buffer with temperature and the change in
optimum pH with the ionic strength. These corrections are
discussed in the miniprint section and the resulting estimate
of the optimum pH at theionic strength and temperatureof
the titration is indicated by the arrow at pH4"oc 11.65 in Fig.
7. We interpret the drop in absorbance accompanying renaturation toshow that themolar absorbance of the proximate
renatured species at the pH of renaturation is the same as
that of form I brought to thatpH. In order to makethe same
comparison with respect to hydrodynamic properties of the
proximate renatured species with form I, the spectrophotometric curve is superimposed on a sedimentation titration in
Fig. 7s. The superposition involves a number of corrections of
the pH with respect to temperature and salt concentration
because of the different conditions under which the two kinds
of experiments were done (see miniprint supplement). Fig. 7s
shows that the renaturation occurs in the pH range of the
reversible portion of a sedimentation titration as defined by
the titrations of Rush and Warner (11). This conclusion is
supported more directly by sedimentation velocity experiments performed at high pH values at or near the temperature
where renaturation occurs. These experiments are detailed in
the miniprint supplement and sedimentation coefficients are
given in Table 11s. These results define the proximate renatured species as one having the same molar absorption and
the same sedimentation coefficient as form I at the pH of
renaturation.
DISCUSSION

TABLEI
Summary of optimum p H values of renaturation with respect to
temperature and ionic strength
Data were derived from Figs. 1, 2, 3s, and 4s. Correction of the pH
from the measured value at 25 "C to the pH at the temperature of
denaturation was based on thedata in Table Is. pK values for
nucleosides and ribopolynucleotides are included for comparison (see
text).
50"-Id"

T

pH optimum

T

"

"C

25
40
50
60
70

80
95
___

I'
__

(8.9)
Ionic strength

"C

M

40
40
40
-

0.1

11.9

11.9

11.1

10.7

10.5
10.1

9.9
(9.4)

t

9.53
9.57
9.11
8.96
8.82

9.67
9.52
9.42

pK"
POlY(U)

12.60
11.94
11.67

I 1

(9.88)
12.13
(10.39)
9.43
10.07
11.47
9.33
2
11.20
10.00
5OO-L and O"-Id refer to preparations of form Id DNA denatured
at 50 "C and 0 "C, respectively. These renaturations were carried out
under standard conditions (see text) at anionic strength of about 1.3
M.

1

i

' Average pK calculated from the

datagiven byTs'o (24, Table 11).
Calculated from the data of Simkins and Richards (25), for 0.1 M
NaCl.
Values a t 20 "C from the data of Warner (17).

A summary of the pHoptima for the rateof renaturation at
several temperatures and ionic strengths is given in Table I,
including a correction for the pH to its value at the temperature at which renaturation was carried out. For comparison, method (11) involving a reversible high pH treatment for
some data areshown for the alkaline pK values of nucleosides +X174 and G4 RFs for a numberof years and atvarious times
and of poly(U): these values are well below the pH optima. have compared the properties of the monomer form I with
They shift with temperature and ionic strength in the same that obtained by methods employing buoyant density sepadirection as theoptima, but roughly half as much, so there is rations, but no alkali treatment, with respect to sedimentation
not a requirement for a constant degree of ionization for a coefficient, extinction coefficient at 260 nm, buoyant density,
maximum renaturation rate. The pH
optima are also well specific infectivity in spheroplasts, and hydrolysis by several
above the pH atwhich linear or form I1 DNAs dissociate, as restriction enzymes. We have found no differences between
shown most directly by determinations of T, in alkaline these form I DNAs or between them and form I obtained by
buffers (26, 27), by sedimentation velocity titrations (28), or renaturation of Id (data notshown). We conclude that the pH
of renaturation of form Id is within the pH range defined by
by buoyant density titrations ( 5 ) .
In form I DNA, the topological restriction on unwinding the reversible region of an alkaline titration at the temperature
results in a restriction on deprotonation evident in the titra- of renaturation, and that theproximate renatured species has
tions shown in Figs. 7 and 7s and measured by the alkaline the same properties as the corresponding intermediate in the
buoyant density titrations of Vinograd et al. (5) and Wang reversible phase of such a titration.
The pH at which Id is formed in our standard procedure is
(20). None of these titrationsis completed until the pH is well
above 12. The thymine and guanine bases in Id DNA may be 12.52. This pH at25 "C is about 0.3 of a unit above the pH a t
completely ionized at some renaturation pH values, but these which neutralization will yield form I and about 0.4 of a unit
pH values are all in a range in which, in covalently closed above the maximum pH at which renaturation can be obDNA, someprotonatedH-bonded regions of the partially served at 25 "C. The properties of Id at that pH are those
renatured proximate species are stable. This comparison con- defined by the alkaline titrations referred to above. When Id
to
Sm.u,
fwms the relation of the position of renaturation to the titra- is neutralized, its sedimentation coeffkient drops about
tion curves in Figs. 7 and 7s. The centrifugation experiments = 35 S (Fig. 7s), and its A260 relative to form I to about 1.1
under renaturation conditions similarly show that the sedi- (Fig. 7). These values are stable and reversible in subsequent
mentation coefficient of the species formed at the renaturationexposure to alkali except under conditions in which renaturpH is the same as that of form I brought to that pH without ation takes place such as shown in Fig. 7.
The experiments at 80 "C and 95 "C (Fig. 4s) bring the
having been denatured. A continuous series of intermediate,
partially denatured species is demonstrated by each of the renaturation pH into the neutral range and the temperature
three types of alkaline titrations discussed above. The species to a value at which there is denaturation of linear DNA
have values for the property measured in a titration that are without deprotonation. Form I cannot be denatured by heat
intermediate between those of forms I and Id. The titrations to produce a stable denatured product such as Id, in spite of
are reversible up to the point at which Id is formed, and the the fact that thesecondary structure is entirely disrupted as
form I obtained by reversing a titration below this point is judged by the change in AZe0(5). It thus behaves operationally
indistinguishable from native form I with respect to all prop- as snapback DNA. However, there are not necessarily any
erties that have been examined. We have used a preparative residual helical regions present at the high temperature. Re-

naturation may occur rapidly on cooling, not because nucleated, helical regions are present, but because they form
rapidly enough on cooling not to be rate-limiting. Renaturation of I d under this condition might therefore be expected.
It occurs only with the rapidly renaturable o”-Id; the barrier
to renaturation of5Oo-Id appears to be kinetic rather than
thermodynamic.
Jhu and Gray (14) havereported extensive studies on
EtdBr-mediated renaturationof form I d of +X174, PM2, and
&bsc DNAs. Atime-dependent reaction occurring under
alkaline denaturation conditions was measured by neutralization and centrifugal analysis. The reaction appears tobe the
accumulation of a rapidly renaturable complex of DNA and
EtdBr. On neutralization this complex presumably becomes
nucleated so rapidly with respect to the formation of a basepaired product that an annealing step cannot be detected.
They interpret thereaction to be a change in conformation in
form I d in which complementary bases are “apposed” without
actually forming paired, nucleated regions. This sequence of
renaturation stepsis different from that discussed here in that
the time-dependent reaction we have studied is an annealing
step that takes
place under conditions of pH and temperature
at which a partially base-paired duplex is stable. The two
types of renaturation are similar in that both require a conformational change inId driven by EtdBr binding in one case
and by the energy of duplex formation at a certain pH and
temperature in the other.More information will be needed on
the binding of EtdBr to DNA in alkaline solution before a
more direct comparison can be made.
Ostrander andGray (12) found that a small fraction of form
Id of PM2-DNA renatured on neutralization of a strongly
alkaline solution without exposure to annealing conditions.
Lau and Gray (14) have shown that such I d was fully denatured, was not cross-linked, and that the
fast-renaturing DNA
was not a unique fractionof PM2-DNA. It appears thatsome
configurations can be locked in the I d structure in such a way
that, on neutralization, nucleation is no longer rate-limiting.
The remaining fraction of the I d DNA requires exposure to
EtdBr (14) or to suitable pH and temperature conditions* in
order to renature. The structuralbasis for this phenomenon
is not clear. We have described a similar behavior of chloroplast Id-DNA (8) and have found other instances in which
structural or sequence differences may modify the renaturability of Id-DNA. One, apparently dependent on molecular
weight, was reported briefly (7); another is a difference between oo-Id from +X174- and G4-RFs thatis presently under
investigation.
The Denaturation and Renaturation
Reactions-The stability of form I d after neutralization has been attributed by
Pouwels et al. (10, 13) and by Lau and Gray (14) to a shift or
translocation of the complementary strands with respect to
each other along the helix axis. We have used this concept in
describing the renaturation reactionin terms of a rate of
nucleation. A more detailed mechanism for the main features
of renaturation and for the aspects of denaturation thatgive
rise to the differences in the rate of renaturation and in the
heterogeneity of renaturation rates can only tentatively be
specified. An interpretation is offered here based in part on
the discussion by Bauer and Vinograd (29) of the alkaline
titration of form I and of the molecular nature of form Id,
modified by the results of the alkaline buoyant density titration of Wang (20) of forms I, and I, of PM2DNA. The
terminology of Bauer and Vinograd (29) for winding numbers
and density of winding numbers as modified by Bauer (23)
M. N. Camien and R. C. Warner, unpublished results.

will be employed.s In the coil regions of partially denatured
form I, and in form Id, the P windings haveadifferent
character than in helical regions where their pitch is determined by the strong interactions of the duplex structure. In
coil regions, they aresimply windings of one strand about the
other. The two kinds of P windings will be characterized as
P h and PCfor helix and coil regions, respectively, each with its
own local density of windings (11, 21, 29).5 On this basis, in
the helical region of apartially denatured form I, the P h
windings will have a density of about unity. The coil regions
will not have a futed value of PC.It can vary from zero up to
a maximum that is determined by the number of times noninteracting strands can wind about each other without forcing
the formation of positive supercoils. At this maximum, PC
turns must have an average of more than 10 base pairs per
turn and a density of less than unity if the coil regions are to
acquire left-handed (+) supercoils as they areassumed to do
in the discussion of Bauer and Vinograd (29), and in that
below. It is recognized that the distribution between secondary, p, windings and tertiary or superhelical, r , windings is in
part dependent on the spatialwrithe of the molecule, but this
distinction is not essential to the discussion.
In order to include the effect of supercoiling on aspects of
Id configuration that determine the rate of renaturation, the
alkaline titration of a I, and a I, molecule will be considered.
It is most convenient to begin the comparison when I, has
been titrated to thepoint of loss of supercoils where it has the
sedimentation coefficient of form 11. Here, the “early melting”
(29) is approximately completed and the molecule contains a
denatured loop without anywindings. In contrast,I,, as judged
by the results of Wang (20), has lost no protons and presumably has retained the hydrodynamicproperties ithadat
neutrality. As titration continues, I, retains itsinitial buoyant
density and does not lose protonsuntil I, is almost halftitrated (20). The two species must thus be compared with
respect to the subsequent introduction of positive supercoils
a t similar degrees of deprotonation rather than at the same
pH. AsI, loses protons from the relaxed configuration, the
newly formed coil regions have a low PCdensity because the
number of PCturns is averaged over the just-dissociated helical
region, which contributes a P density equal to about unity,
andthe existing coil, which has no windings. This lower
average PC density (€1) will drive the formation of fewer
positive supercoils than in I, in which, at a comparabledeprotonation, the PCdensity remainsapproximately at unity. There
is a greater gain in entropy inI, than in I, for the reduction in
PCby the introduction of a positive supercoil. This occurs at
a lower pH for I, and the effect of supercoiling is reflected in
the rise in sedimentation coefficient (4, 11) and in density (5,
20). Deprotonation of I, occurs at a higher pH, has a much
more cooperative character andresults inthe formation of the
Id structure over a very small pH span(20).No sedimentation
velocity titration of a I, DNA appears tohave been done, but
it would be expected to retain itsinitial sedimentation coefficient to a high pH. The greater superhelicity ofId from I, is
presumably responsible for its greater sedimentation coefficient than that of I d from I, (21).

’

T h e definitions of the densitiesof windings in a molecule in which
the numbers of windings are related by a = /3 + T arise from the use
of Po = N / 1 0 as a normalizingfactor for relating thewinding numbers
to a standard length of DNA, where N is the number of nucleotide
pairs (23, 29). The density of p windings will then be B = p/p” =
l O p / N . We wish here to consider a partially denatured molecule to
consist of helix and coil regions of length N h and Nc, respectively. If
the helical region is essentially B-form DNA, it will be characterized
by B h 2 Nh/lO and by a density of p windings, B h = 1 0 p h / N h= 1 (21,
29).
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The point to be addressed with respect to the relation of
Changes in Configuration of I d after Denaturation-We
the Id structures to their renaturabilities is the displacement have established that ()"-Id and 50°-Id have configurational
or translocation of a locus on single strand from its comple- differences that are reflected in their rates of renaturation.
ment on the other in theprocess of relieving ,& turns by the These properties are stable in neutral solution and reproducformation of positive supercoils, particularly in the final stages ible as long as the standard conditions for denaturation and
of this process. We are suggesting a correlation of rapid neutralization are adhered to. However, if neutral
is
renaturability with lower positive superhelicity of form Id and raised to the pH for denaturation at 50 "C, it becomes more
and in slowly renaturable; that is, it assumes the character of 50"-Id.
witha smaller displacement of strands. Thus, in
Id from I,, ?would be less positive than in 5Oo-Idor I d from I,, We have not identified other conditions in which similar
respectively. In each case, this would arise from a more changes take place, nor is it clear whether they may proceed
negative 7 in the form I from which the respective Id was in the case of oo-Id at renaturation pH values and temperaprepared. Similarly, the distribution of negative supercoils in tures. If so, they must be slower than renaturation or we
form I would give rise to a distribution of positive supercoils would be unable to distinguish OO-Id from 5Oo-Id.
in Id and thus contribute to the heterogeneity in the rate of
A few I d preparations denatured under nonstandard condirenaturation. The major origin of the ratedifference between tions, for example, in alkaline sucrose gradients, have been
0O-1,~and 50"-Id has been indicated to be a conformational examined that were slower to renature than 5Oo-Id. We have
difference arising from the difference in temperature at which not been able to reproduce such preparations satisfactorily,
the denaturations were carried out. In this process, near the and itis evident that there areconditions not identified in the
alkaline end of the titration of form I, positive supercoiling is experiments that led to the establishment of our standard
extensive as judged from the results of sedimentation titra- conditions, that can modify the renaturability of Id. None of
tions (4,11, 29). The last complementary regions are titrated these refractory preparations of I d failed to renature rapidly
when the molecule is in a strained configuration that is ex- under the optimum condition at 70 "C shown in Fig. 1.
pected to differ among molecules because of thermal fluctuaThese observations make it clear that the distribution of
tions during the accumulation of positive supercoils in the configurations present in Id-DNA are not so fied at thetime
early phases of the denaturation. The titration of this last of denaturation that they cannot
be modified subsequently by
region then permits a displacement driven by the energy of raising the temperature. The change in configuration, as exthe strained configuration and its partial relief by the redis- pected, is in the direction of producing a species that renatures
tribution of windings between ,Be turns and+T turns. A number more slowly; that is, one with a more random structure anda
of factors that could determine the extentof this displacement greater translocationof strands. The same kind of change was
may depend on the temperature. These include thermal fluc- observed by Lau and Gray (14) with respect to the fasttuations in configuration at the time of redistribution; tor- renaturing fraction of PM2-DNA discussed above. When
sional and rotational movements of the two single strands PM2-Id DNA prepared at 25 "C was heated to70 "C, the fastSimilarly, Xb2b5cDNA, which
with respect to each other; and possible random variations renaturing fraction disappeared.
fixed indifferent molecules during the early phasesof positive did not show a fast-renaturing fractionwhen denatured at 25
supercoiling. These effects could give rise to a temperature- "C, did so when denatured at6 "C. They also found differences
ofGX174, PM2, and
dependent degree of displacement and toa random fluctuation in theEtdBr-mediatedrenaturation
of the displacement a t a constant temperature. Other inter- Xb2b5cI d DNAs that depended on the temperature of denaturation. We have denatured PM2-DNA under our standard
actions between thestrandsthat
could contribute tothe
stability of the PCwindings may be greater at 0 "C than at50 conditions at 0 "C, 25 "C, and 50 "C and have found, in
"C. All such interactionswould be subjectto thermalfluctua- agreement with Lau and Gray (14), that the percentage of
tions as a resultof statistical variation in chain
configurations DNA renaturing on neutralizing the denaturation solution
and could give rise at a constant temperature toa population was temperature-dependent; the values were about 15%, 5%,
of species varying in degree of bewinding, and resulting in the and 0%, respectively, for the three temperature^.^ Lau and
Gray (14) discuss some possible mechanisms that might favor
observed heterogeneity of the rate of renaturation.
In the renaturationprocess the probability of nucleation is configurational changes in Id leading to more rapidly rather
assumed to be greater for a smaller initial displacement of than less rapidly renaturable species. In our view, this could
complementary loci. Nucleation is facilitated when the varia- not take place in the absence of a perturbing ligand such as
bles of pH and temperaturecombine to produce a conforma- EtdBr ora change in conditions that would make base-pairing
tion that is both partially protonated and hassufficient ther- energetically favorable.
mal flexibility that nucleated complementary regions will form
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